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Abstract—The runtime and life-cycle of distributed cyberphysical ecosystems is highly unpredictable and challenging to
manage. A large number of spatially located control elements
organize distributed control systems. These systems require dynamic interactions of their control elements during their runtime
and life-cycle to tolerate failures, balance their computational
load, scale and meet application requirements. This paper addresses the problem of dynamic composition and reconfiguration
of these dynamic interactions in Internet-scale control systems.
Rather than introducing a new middleware or mechanism with a
limited applicability and integration in such systems, this paper
introduces the ‘binding control model’ designed as a control
system for higher abstraction, integration and applicability in
distributed control systems. The binding control model, its
possible granularity levels and its applicability are illustrated
in this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed control systems and their applications emerge to
highly complex, large-scale cyber-physical ecosystems. Application domains of distributed control, such as electrical power
systems, transportation systems and water resource management, are built by spatially distributed and interconnected control elements. Such operational environments appear complex
dynamics and multiple uncertainties, e.g. network failures,
network delays and security attacks. Control elements need
to become more autonomous, loosely coupled and self-aware
of their cyber-physical ecosystem to self-compose themselves
into robust control systems that meet complex application
requirements.
This challenge can be met when the interactions and
information flow in control systems are reconfigured and
composed in a dynamic fashion during their lifetime. Dynamic
composition and reconfiguration refers to how a control system
of control elements distributed across a network is able to
scale in number and evolve during runtime by modifying
and self-organizing the binding scheme of its elements. This
binding scheme is defined as the logical input and output
connections/wirings between these control elements and forms
the application graph of a distributed control system.
This paper identifies a gap when control systems and
their applications are modeled, designed and deployed in
Internet-scale distributed environments. Existing composition
and reconfiguration approaches in distributed control systems
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are out of the scope of a control system itself and left
for system composers or external dedicated systems for this
purpose [3], [8], [21]. This separation of control systems and
their applications from tools and systems to compose them
under-emphasizes the importance of dynamic composition and
reconfiguration within distributed cyber-physical ecosystems
and results in (i) an offline static composition [5] and (ii) hard
integration of control applications in these environments [16].
To bridge this gap, the binding control model is introduced
in this paper for managing the input and output information
exchange within distributed control systems. This model is
designed as a control system to allow a higher flexibility and
integration in the runtime environments of control applications.
This model is based on (i) information discovery, (ii) decisionmaking and finally (iii) reconfiguration of the information
exchanged within distributed control systems.
The contributions of this paper are outlined as follows:
• The introduction and design of the binding control model
as a control system for the dynamic composition and
reconfiguration of information flow in distributed control
applications (Section III).
• The introduction of three possible granularity levels for
the instantiation of the binding control model in largescale distributed environments (Section IV).
• The illustration of an actual applicability and integration
of the binding control model in the Internet-scale Control
System (iCS), a distributed embedded control platform
used extensively in critical application domains such as
the energy domain [1] (Section V).
The technical aspects and benefits of the binding control
model are illustrated in detail in this paper.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
This paper focuses on the problem of dynamic composition and reconfiguration of applications in distributed control
systems.
A distributed control system consists of spatially distributed
control elements that exchange signals over a communication
network, e.g. the Internet. A control element is an embedded device, a piece of software or a cyber-physical system
that has the role of a sensor, a controller or an actuator.
A sensor monitors a device, or another piece of software

and generates output signals based on sensing information.
Controllers process input and generate output signals based
on an application algorithm. Actuators receive input signals
and undertake actions, e.g. turning on or off the thermostat of
a device. In a distributed control system, these elements can
be designed to remotely exchange signals and coordinate their
objectives to enable distributed control applications in a wide
range of cyber-physical domains: electrical power systems,
transportation systems and water resource management.

III. T HE B INDING C ONTROL M ODEL
This paper introduces the binding control model for the
composition and reconfiguration of I/O bindings in distributed
control systems. Note that, this model is designed and can be
instantiated as a control system. Therefore, it allows a higher
level of abstraction, integration and applicability in the area of
distributed control systems. Figure 1 illustrates the introduced
binding control model.

This paper refers to the composition and configuration
of distributed control applications as the logical software
bindings (wirings) of input and output (I/O) information signals between spatially distributed software control elements.
More specifically, the composition refers to the design of the
application graph to enable a complex application logic, that
is the selection of I/O bindings between control elements.
The configuration is the supporting mechanism to instantiate
and manage these bindings. Note that this paper specifically
focuses on the composition of the logical bindings between
control elements and is distinguished from the composition of
the actual elements addressed in related work [2].
Most of the existing applications of distributed control are
composed before their actual deployment and runtime. Their
configuration is usually part of their initialization [5] and not
their runtime. This can degrade their robustness tremendously.
Uncertainties of distributed systems such as failures, delays
and security attacks can interrupt the I/O signals between
control elements of an application. Dynamic composition
and reconfiguration organizes the bindings between control
elements on-the-fly by removing, adding and moving bindings
among online control elements. Dynamic binding can provide
a wide range of new possibilities for a distributed control
application to evolve as illustrated in the following examples:
•

•
•
•

Fault-tolerance by routing I/Os to alternative and available control elements in case some of them are disconnected.
Information discovery by updating the I/Os bindings to
capture new information from different control elements.
Load-balancing by rebinding input signals from an overloaded control element to an underloaded one.
Integration and scalability by adding and connecting
new control elements to an existing cluster of control
elements.

Existing approaches [6], [8], [16] are usually centralized
based on single management components or administration
tools. Such approaches are not scalable and require a large
amount of monitoring and state information that is not always
available among enterprise environments. In some cases [21],
solutions are realized out of the scope of control systems based
on agent-based paradigms. This paper proposes a binding
control model for dynamic composition and reconfiguration of
applications in distributed control systems. The modeling of
dynamic composition and reconfiguration as an actual control
system is the design challenge that this paper tackles.

Figure 1. The binding control model for managing I/O bindings in distributed
control systems

This model assumes a communication network and a system
for storing and managing the I/O binding information of an
application. Note that an application is a group of control
elements whose I/O bindings are required to be dynamically composed and reconfigured. The communication network
supports remote calls and communication protocols serving
application control elements as depicted by the dashed lines
of Figure 1. It is the same network communication systems
on which the binding control model is based.
An I/O binding between two control elements of an application can be represented as two triples of information: (i) the
input or output identifier respectively of a control element, (ii)
the respective control element identifier and (iii) the identifier
of the physical machine, e.g. the IP address and port number,
that hosts the respective control element. The I/O binding
information system consists of this type of information stored
and managed locally within each instance of the software
platform running application control elements. Such a software
platform can be a virtual machine or a distributed middleware.
An I/O binding information system is based on different communication models [10]. In a peer-to-peer model, I/O bindings
correspond to an one-to-one communication between control
elements. Alternatively, a publish-subscribe model allows a
more loosely coupled binding between control elements. The
communication network is used as an event bus in which
control elements can publish (output) and subscribe (input)
to certain events. Note that, both models can be adopted for

higher flexibility [17], [20]. Section V-B shows an alternative
way to engage both models based on the binding control
model.
The binding control model consists of three control elements: (i) the I/O discovery sensor, (ii) the I/O decision
controller and (iii) the I/O reconfiguration actuator. These
three control elements are binded to each other and are coupled
with the I/O binding information system as depicted by the
solid lines of Figure 1. The control elements of the binding
control model use the I/O binding information system to
manage (i) the bindings of the application control elements
and (ii) the bindings between each other. They act as a control
system sensing and actuating on the I/O binding information
of an application. Therefore, the binding control model can
be instantiated in the same software runtime environment on
which the control elements of an application run.
A. The I/O Discovery Sensor
Dynamic composition and reconfiguration requires the discovery of new information concerning the possible I/Os to
which a control element binds. An input or output of a control
element is a possible bind to an output or input of another
control element respectively if the types of their information
match. For example an integer output matches with an integer
input but a float output does not match with a string input.
Changes in the I/O types are assumed not to occur during
the runtime of a distributed control system. However, control
element may fail and therefore certain I/O types may extinct.
New control elements with new I/O types may be added during
runtime. These more dynamic scenarios are part of future
work.
The actual information discovered by this sensor is the I/O
descriptors. A descriptor is a set of information containing the
I/O triple, that is the identifiers of the I/O, control element and
host. The descriptor may also optionally contain other types of
information related to an application. For example, a descriptor
of an energy provider controller may contain QoS information
related with a type of energy source. A descriptor with the
consumption profile of an end-user device controller may be
used for demand-side management. The information within the
I/O descriptor is critical for the selection and establishment
of I/O bindings. The I/O decision controller handles this
information and its role is discussed in Section III-B.
The actual instantiation of the I/O discovery sensor is a
design and implementation issue related with (i) the available
resources of the network communication system (ii) the application and (iii) the software platform on which the application
and the binding control model are developed and deployed.
Different discovery mechanisms and protocols can be engaged,
such as flooding [14], random walks [7], gossiping [13] and
DHT overlays [15]. Section V-B illustrates an instantiation of
the I/O discovery sensor based on gossiping.
B. The I/O Decision Controller
The I/O decision controller selects a number of I/Os to
bind with or unbind from. A list of possible I/O bindings

(descriptors) is provided by the I/O discovery sensor. This is
the input of the I/O decision controller. Based on its decisionmaking scheme discussed below, the selected descriptors are
provided to the I/O reconfiguration controller.
Decision-making can be based on (i) an administration
scheme or it can be (ii) autonomous and part of the application
design. Both schemes can be adopted as well under different
situations.
In the first case, the application that requires dynamic binding is highly critical. Continuous and real time monitoring is
enforced and any failure to meet application requirements may
have catastrophic effects. For example, existing air-controlling
system cannot operate in a fully automated fashion. The
uncertainties of weather, physical environment and mechanical
failures in aircrafts require highly complex control systems that
have not yet been transformed to fully automated ones. Similar
issues concern other application domains that remain, to a certain degree, controlled by system operators and administrators.
The I/O decision controller allows administrators to interact
with a binding control system. Rules, commands, or policies
together with constraints and other collected information build
a knowledge representation of the decision-making scheme.
This knowledge representation depends on the application
design and requirements but also on the supported platform
that runs the application. Section V-C illustrates a scenario
of how an administrator uses an I/O decision controller to
manage dynamically bindings of application control elements.
Note that, in the case of an administration scheme, the I/O
discovery sensor is a complementary element supporting this
scheme. The information of the I/O discovery sensor can be
provided, in theory, by an administrator if it is available.
In the second case, decisions are automated and are based
on a scheme designed to serve a specific type or class of
applications. Multi-agent systems, genetic algorithms, selforganization algorithms and evolutionary optimization are
some examples of such design schemes with autonomous decisions [12], [22]. A common characteristic in these approaches
is the existence of a fitness function that can support the I/O
decision controller in the binding control model. A fitness
function receives as input the I/O descriptors and other local
information related to an application. This function ranks or
sorts the possible I/O bindings according to a criterion, their
fitness, as defined by the application. For example, assume
that the criterion for I/O binding selections is the bandwidth
of the nodes over which the control elements are deployed. The
euclidean distance is a simple evaluation metric to compare the
fitness of I/O bindings. Other or additional criteria related to
the application requirements can be engaged and blended [19]
in the fitness function. Note that, generic fitness functions that
satisfy different applications are challenging to design and are
part of ongoing research [18].
C. The I/O Reconfiguration Actuator
The I/O reconfiguration actuator is the actual element that
adds or removes I/O bindings to or from the control elements
of an application. Actuation concerns the local and remote

calls to the I/O binding information system of the control elements that are binded or unbinded. The I/O decision controller
provides all the required information facilitated in the I/O
descriptors for reconfiguring the I/O bindings: the identifiers
of the I/Os, control elements and hosts.
In a distributed control system based on a peer-to-peer
communication model, direct connections are established or
dropped between the control elements of an application. If the
control elements are remotely located, the I/O reconfiguration
actuator performs remote calls to realize the binding and
change the information in the remote I/O binding information
system. In a peer-to-peer communication model, both control
elements are affected when a bind is added or removed.
In a publish-subscribe model adopted for communication,
control elements of an application are loosely coupled. I/O
bindings are added and removed by subscribing and unsubscribing to certain output events. Therefore, reconfiguration is
required only in the location of control elements that bind
their input. However, the lower lever routing of published
events may also require changes. For example, published
events should not be routed to locations in which there are
not subscribers.
IV. M ODEL G RANULARITY
The binding control model can be instantiated at different
granularities. In this paper, granularity refers to the level on
which the binding control model is designed, implemented and
deployed within the environment of a distributed control system and its applications. Understanding the different possible
granularity levels is crucial for the general applicability of this
model in decentralized control systems.
This paper discusses three possible granularity levels at
which the binding control model can be instantiated:
• System-level: The binding control system acts as an
external system or service and may possibly have its own
runtime environment. In this case, its design and implementation is not necessarily related or integrated with
the software design and implementation of the distributed
control application. From the viewpoint of the software
platform that runs the application, the binding control
system is a centralized service. However, the actual
binding control system may be transparently distributed
and deployed in different physical machines as depicted
in Figure 2a.
• Node-level: The binding control system is part of the
software platform and runtime environment that also runs
the distributed control application. This software platform
is installed in multiple nodes with the binding control
model being part of the runtime. In this case, a local
binding control system in every node is responsible for
the dynamic binding of the control elements that run
in this specific node. This means that the I/O binding
information system in every node is sensed and actuated
by an I/O discovery sensor, an I/O decision controller
and an I/O reconfiguration actuator. Therefore, a number
of remotely located binding control systems in different

nodes coordinate their actions to discover, select and
finally reconfigure the I/O bindings of their local control
elements. Figure 2b illustrates the node-level instantiation
of the binding control model.
• Element-level: The binding control system is designed
and developed to serve a specific control element of an
application. In this case, there is a one-to-three elements
relationship, that is, a correspondence of an application
control element to an I/O discovery sensor, an I/O decision controller and an I/O reconfiguration actuator. This
approach is highly decentralized and provides a higher
flexibility and autonomy for control elements to selfcompose and self-reconfigure their bindings. Figure 2c
illustrates the concept of an element-level instantiation
of the binding control model.
Note that in the node-level and element-level instantiations
of Figure 2, the binding control system appears locally located
with the application control elements whose I/O bindings
manages. This is not necessarily enforced as the binding
control system is also a control system application and it can
be deployed in separate allocated nodes for the purpose of
dynamic binding composition and reconfiguration.
The selection of the most relevant and appropriate granularity level for the model instantiation is a design issue and
depends on multiple factors. The flexibility of the runtime
environment, the API, the type, complexity and requirements
of the application, the available computational and network
resources and the security enforced in each granularity level
by the runtime environment are only some of these factors to
be considered.
V. M ODEL A PPLICABILITY
This section illustrates the applicability of the binding
control model in cyber-physical embedded systems and specifically in the Internet-scale Control System (iCS) [1]. iCS is a
Java Micro Edition (JME) lightweight runtime environment
for distributed control applications. iCS has been used in
various domains of large-scale control application such as
energy demand-side management in the Olympic Peninsula
GridWise Demonstration Project [9] and is currently the
core communication technology used in the Pacific Northwest
Smart Grid Demonstration Project1 .
iCS is based on loosely coupled control elements that are
binded based on the publish-subscribe communication model.
iCS control elements are distributed among iCS nodes that
provide the runtime environment. An iCS node has a local
publish-subscribe system and two proxies for remotely publishing and subscribing I/Os. Synchronous and asynchronous
communication is supported by allowing control elements of
an application and system administrators to issue management commands and exchange messages. The actual network
communication is realized by different transport mechanisms
providing different levels of decentralization and security.
Currently, iCS supports (i) a TCP peer-to-peer communication,
1 www.pnwsmartgrid.org
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Three possible granularity levels for the instantiation of the binding control model.

(ii) the MQtt broker system [11], (iii) RMI and (iv) the
Harmony overlay network [4]. Figure 3a illustrates a simplified
view of the iCS architecture.
An I/O binding between two control elements locally located in an iCS node requires one and only one topic subscription of the target (input) control element in the local publishsubscribe system. In contrast, an I/O binding between two
remotely located control elements requires two subscriptions.
Figure 3b illustrates a simple scenario of an underlying remote
peer-to-peer communication corresponding to a logical binding
between two remote control elements. One topic subscription
is performed by the input control element as in the case of
a local I/O binding. A second subscription of the same topic
is required by the remote subscriber proxy in the publisher’s
side. When this proxy receives an event from the publisher of
the topic to which it is subscribed, it forwards the event to
the remote publisher proxy in the other iCS node where the
subscriber is located using the network adapters. In this way,
iCS maps the logical bindings between control elements to an
actual network communication and routing.
The composition of a control application is a series of

subscriptions performed during an initialization phase. The
iCS runtime reads two types of files, (i) the binding map
and (ii) the network map. The former contains information
about the I/O bindings, that is which I/Os of control elements
are binded. The latter contains information about the physical
location of the iCS nodes and the distribution of control
elements in these nodes. This composition approach is static
and does not allow any reconfiguration and evolution during
runtime as discussed in Section II.
This section illustrates the instantiation and integration of
the binding control model in iCS. The node-level granularity
is chosen for the model instantiation over the element-level
granularity for the reason of reducing the computational and
memory resources in iCS nodes. Introducing fewer control elements reduces the cache allocation and the number of running
threads in iCS. However, an actual performance comparison
of the three granularity levels in iCS is part of future work.
A. Reconfigurations
Reconfigurations are the first step for the instantiation of
the binding control model. This means that the introduced

Figure 3.
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The Internet-scale Control System. (a) The local architecture of an iCS node. (b) Remote communication between two remotely binded control

binding control system should be coupled appropriately with
the underlying mechanism that manages the I/O binding information system, in this case, with the publish-subscribe system.
The synchronous command execution mechanism of iCS is
used for this purpose. The I/O reconfiguration actuator, as an
application control element, issues a ‘bind’ command that,
in case of iCS, has the form of bind -/+ {source descriptor}
{target descriptor}. The ‘-’ indicates a removal and the ‘+’
an addition of a binding between the source (output) and
target (input) control elements. The I/O information about
these control elements is contained in the descriptors.
The ‘bind’ command, as any other iCS command, can be
executed remotely in different iCS nodes. Therefore, when this
command is issued, the iCS runtime forwards the command,
transparently from the control elements, to the affected iCS
nodes and waits for the execution result. In case of two
remote control elements, the ‘bind’ command is successful
if and only if the I/Os types match and both subscriptions
(or unsubscriptions) illustrated in Figure 3b are performed
successfully.
The use of the iCS command execution is the only requirement for the management of the publish-subscribe system
by the I/O reconfiguration actuator. Therefore, this integration
approach does not require any changes in the publish-subscribe
system, the remote communication system or the network
adapters.
B. Information Discovery
Binding reconfigurations require knowledge about the descriptors of the control elements. iCS does not support an explicit lookup mechanism for making this information available.
Therefore, a gossiping discovery mechanism is introduced in
iCS to support the I/O discovery sensor. Gossiping is a selforganization mechanism that provides a high binding connectedness between control elements, preventing the clustering of
the application graph in case of failures in iCS nodes or iCS

control elements. The core idea of gossiping is that a number
of gossiping controllers store and update periodically their
views of other gossiping controllers. A gossiping controller
is a control element and its view is a partial list of descriptors
in the system.
The view of the gossiping controller is sensed by the I/O
discovery sensor for new descriptors of control elements.
The updates in the view and the exact gossiping algorithm
description are based on the peer sampling service [13].
Note that this paper does not focus on the illustration of
the convergence and performance of gossiping protocols but
rather on the integration of gossiping in iCS as a supporting
mechanism of the I/O discovery sensor. Readers are referred
to related work for quantitative results about gossiping [13],
[18].
The principle of gossiping is the continuous push-pull
exchange of views between different gossiping controllers.
Therefore, gossiping controllers change their binding connections continuously and exchange their views in a peer-to-peer
fashion. The main challenge with the integration of gossiping
in iCS is how to enable a peer-to-peer communication by using
the publish-subscribe system that manages the I/O binding
information.
The gossiping mechanism of iCS takes advantage of the
reconfigurations performed by the binding control system.
Algorithm 1 and 2 illustrate the active and passive threads
respectively of the gossiping controllers. Every time that a
gossiping controller periodically initiates a push-pull gossip
information exchange (line 1, Algorithm 1), it creates a new
binding (line 4, Algorithm 1). The input and output type of this
binding is the gossip that contains three types of information
(line 6, Algorithm 1): (i) a ‘push’ or ‘pull’ flag to distinguish
the inputs received during a gossip exchange (line 3 and
10, Algorithm 2), (ii) the descriptor of the source gossiping
elements that initiates the ‘push’ or ‘pull’ output (line 6, Algorithm 2) and (iii) the view of the source gossiping controller

used by the target gossiping controller to update its local view
(line 13, Algorithm 2). When the two gossiping controllers
are binded, the gossiping initiator can publish its gossip (line
7, Algorithm 1). The subscribed gossiping controller receives
the gossip (line 2, Algorithm 2) and repeats the same process.
Finally, when the gossip exchange is complete, the bindings
between the two gossip controllers are removed (lines 11 and
12, Algorithm 2).
Note that, the selection of gossiping controllers (line 3,
Algorithm 1) and the view update (line 13, Algorithm 2) are
part of the peer sampling service and they do not influence the
integration of gossiping in iCS as a supporting mechanism of
the I/O discovery sensor. These operations are illustrated in
detail in related work [13].
C. Decision-making
An I/O discovery sensor senses the gossiping controller for
new I/O descriptors of application control elements and provides (outputs) these descriptors to the I/O decision controller.
A simple decision-making scenario is considered in this paper.
An administrator, system operator or application composer is
interested in updating the application graph, that is the binding
between the control elements, without any knowledge about
the actual deployment in the underlying network topology. In
other words, the administrator has only knowledge about the
new binding map of an iCS application and not about the
network map. This binding map is provided as an input in the
I/O decision controller.
The possible descriptors that are published to the I/O
decision controller by the I/O discovery sensor contain the
required network information about the physical location of
each control element. Therefore, this information is not required to be provided by, for example, an application composer
as it is sensed by the I/O discovery sensor and is made
available to the I/O decision controller. A control element in a
binding map corresponds to a descriptor of this control element
disseminated by the gossiping controllers and discovered by
the I/O discovery sensor. In this way, a local matching check
can be performed by the I/O decision controller: (i) Assume
the set of the existing I/O bindings that are not defined in the
new binding map. Then, the possible descriptors received by
the I/O decision controller that match this subset are sent to
the I/O reconfiguration actuator to perform a binding removal.
In contrast, (ii) assume the set of bindings defined in the
new binding map that are not currently established. Then, the
possible descriptors received by the I/O decision controller that
match this subset are sent to the I/O reconfiguration actuator
to perform a binding addition.
The introduction of more complex decision-making schemes
in the I/O decision controller are part of on-going work. Selfcomposition scenarios are specifically considered in which
decisions are driven by the application control elements.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper addresses the problem of dynamic composition
and reconfiguration in large-scale decentralized control sys-

tems. Rather than introducing a new middleware service or
other dedicated mechanisms for solving this problem, this
paper provides a generic modeling and design solution that
benefits from a higher level of abstraction, integration and
applicability in the area of distributed control systems. The
binding control model is designed as a control system and
is able to be instantiated at different granularity levels. This
flexibility serves the higher applicability of this model in
various embedded control platforms and applications. This
paper actually shows such an applicability in the Internet-scale
Control System (iCS), a distributed embedded control platform
used extensively in critical demonstration projects of electrical
power management [1].
A quantitative evaluation of the benefits of the binding control model in such demonstration projects and other application
domains is part of ongoing and future work. Performance analysis is required to clarify and actually compare the relevance
of each granularity level in different application scenarios.
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